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Celebration Not A Huge Success
LOCATED NEXT TO CLUB TABOO
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The success of RRCC's 50th
Anniversary celebration
should be measured by the
success of programs
throughout 1988, not just by
the success of the June 24-25
Homecoming Weekend, anniversary chairperson Ray
Newman said.
Although the Homecoming
Weekend was the focal point
for the celebration, most of
the Anniversary Committee's
objectives will be met through
public relations programs, he
said.
One of the objectives was to
raise the College's profile in
the community and with only
volunteer labor, PR efforts

A planned Alumni Ball was
cancelled because the band
couldn't confirm the date,
Newman said, but he conceded that lack of interest had
something to do with the
cancellation.
Crazy Ox manager, Bill
Jost, is a former RRCC
business administration student and was 1983's Students'
Association president. He said
the Homecoming Weekend
could have flown if the college's current inmates had
taken an interest in it.
"It wasn't a huge success.
It's kind of hard to get
something going without help
from staff and students," he
said.

Too few people knew about
the event since there was no
room in the limited budget for
advertising, or for mailing announcements to former
students, Jost said.
"For the resources we had it
went pretty well."
Newman said that without
an alumni association compiling a mailing list of former
students would be a mammoth
task—and an expensive one.
But a good time was had by
all the former staff and
students who did attend
Homecoming Weekend
events, he said.
"I'm really happy. There's
a lot of people with the sweatshirts out there; they're wear-

ing the pins. It's great."
Among the former students
attending the wine and cheese
party were George Davis, who
was enrolled in the aircraft
repair course in 1938, and
George Dhaene, a 1942
machine shop student in the
War Emergency Training program, Newman said.
A small vocational training
centre for unemployed youth
in 1938, RRCC moved to its
present site in 1963 as the
Manitoba Institute of
Technology and was renamed
Red River Community College
in 1969.
Mayor Bill Norrie had proclaimed June 19-25 Red River
Community College Week.

ca4

STUDENTS' JOURNAL
.a..

got the anniversary a mention
in local newspapers, trade
magazines and business
newsletters, he said.
"We really didn't have a
budget. We did everything on
our own."
The anniversary was also
promoted through letters to
local employers, he said.
"We want to get employers
out here, and we continually
invite them out here to meet
and interview our grads."
A raffle last spring raised
$1,625 that was used to print
50th Anniversary promotional
material, and to buy liquor
that was later sold at the
Homecoming Weekend wine
and cheese party, he said.
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Students' Association officials hope the recent installation of condom dispensers in
washroom facilities on campus
will increase AIDS awareness
among students.
"It's too bad. Nobody really cares about the problem until AIDS affects someone they
know," said Don Hillman, executive director of the
Students' Association.
SA President, Colette
Odowichuk, agreed with
Hillman that education regarding the disease is not taken
seriously even though the
health center conducts
seminars, lectures and provides video tapes and pamphlets on prevention.
The installation of condom
dispensers was given the green
light by last year's executive
with the full endorsement and
encouragment of the Department of Education. It was
hoped discreet accessability
and visual presence would increase awareness of this health
hazard.
Pat Matusko from the Centre for Control of Communicable Diseases confirmed
26 cases of AIDS in Manitoba
to date and 157 specimens
testing HIV positive—persons
carrying or having been exposed to the virus.

Government pamphlet
sources indicate the average
age of students at Red River
falls into the high risk group
of sexually active adults between the ages of 18 and 40
years. The responsibility for
"safe sex" should be an
obligation and not an option.
In an informal Projector
survey around the campus, 85
per cent of the students
responding were aware of the
danger of AIDS. They were
also aware that condoms
significantly reduced the risk
and approved of the
dispensers on campus.
Unfortunately, only 40 per
cent practised "safe sex".
Asked if information was
readily available or if they had
ever examined the facts more
than half had no response.
Many said that in the event of
a wide spread epidemic they
would give more thought to
the problem.
The Projector asked these
students if they had seen the
television and magazine ads
warning of AIDS and other
sexually transmitted diseases.
Most answered that they had
seen quite a few, but when
asked if they were afraid of the
consequences too many said:
"No, it could never happen to
me."

Are they laughing because it& funny or are they laughing because its true?
Outgoing RRCC president, Gary Polonsky, his wife, Lois and their son, Mike
enjoy the comedy of SA funny-man Don Hillman: "The difference between Red
River College and an insane asylum is that in an insane asylum, you have to show
improvement to get out."
Polonsky was roasted, by other witty and urbane Red River celebrities, on
Thursday, September 15 at a function in the Voyageur Dining Room.

The Cost Of Learning
By Len Kruzenga
Tuition fees for a ten month
course at Red River Community College have more
than doubled in the last ten
years according to figures obtained by The Projector.
Tuition fees at RRCC for a
ten month course have increased from $210 in 1978 to the
present level of $500, an increase of 138 per cent.
Students' Association fees
meanwhile have tripled during
this same period from $20 for

a ten month course to the current level of $60, a 200 per cent
increase, Sharon Mulligan,
assistant director of Admissions and Registration confirmed in an interview.
The increase in tuition fees
at RRCC is comparable to the
increases faced by Canadian
post-secondary students in
other parts of the country. A
recent Globe and Mail story
reported that a science student
at the University of British
Columbia in 1978 paid a tui-

tion of $536 per year in contrast to the current level of between $1455 to $1746 a year, an
increase of 172 to 226 per cent.
Engineering students at the
University of Moncton are
paying $1600 this year as opposed to $625 ten years ago,
an increase of 156 per cent.
The figures compiled by
Statistics Canada confirm that

see Tuition/2
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Choose between two class act systems for home or school

By L.J. Stewart
Plans for the on-again, offagain library expansion project at Red River Community
College are back on the drawing board.
The director of library services, Pat Bozyk, said the funding for architectural drawing
has been approved by the provincial government.
"It's encouraging that work
is being done on the drawing,"
she said.
The architects will go back
to work on plans for a new
library building, but so far,
that's all that will be done.
The money to actually construct the building has not yet
been approved.
College president Gary
Polonsky is optimistic that
construction will begin in
1989.
"The current minister (of
education) has indicated that
he recognizes the need (for a
new library)," he said.
Since as early as 1980, staff
and students have been begging for new library facilities to
replace the over-crowded
LRC.

million, Bozyk said. That
amount would pay for both
the drawings and the construction, she said.
The drawings are scheduled
to be completed by spring of
1989.
That date is none too soon
for Polonsky and Bozyk.
Bozyk said she would like to
see construction begin "as
soon as possible."
"If the drawings were completed earlier and tenders were
called, construction could
start in the spring."
Overall, Polonsky said he is
pleased with the progress.
"We're one year behind

•

It's standing room only at the old LRC.
Work on the plans first
began in 1986, when former
education minister Maureen
Hemphill announced approval
for Red River to go ahead with

architectural planning.
There is about $150,000
worth of work remaining on
the plans, Polonsky said.
Polonsky said when the pre-

sent government brought in a
new budget, Red River's request for funding was included.
The college asked for $5.9

from my original hopes. I
would have been happier to
see sticks in the ground, but at
least drawings are
proceeding."
Original plans for the new
building were for a four-storey
building with approximately
53,000 square feet. It will likely be built just south of "C"
building, where the bus loop is
now.
The bus loop will be moved
further back towards Notre
Dame Avenue.

cont'd from p.1

Tuitions
this year's tuition fees continue to follow the trend,
generally increasing across
Canada from 4 to 8 per cent
over last year, surpassing the
Consumer Price Index increase of 3.8 per cent over the
same period.
A spokesman for the
Association of Universities
and Colleges in Canada,
Rosemary Cavan, stated in the
Globe and Mail story that the
increase in tuition fees may
make the system less accessible
and that increased tuition
costs are a direct result of
decreased levels of govern-

CMOR: too loud for some, or just a problem for one?

CMOR Draws Fire and
Brimstone
By Jill Bemi
CMOR does not stand for
Christian Music Orientated
Radio, one RRCC student
found out last week.
CMOR station manager
Greg Claeys received a complaint from an unidentified
female student upset with the
rock 'n' roll format of the station.
"She's religious," Claeys
said. "She doesn't believe
music that would entice any
youth to do anything against
their will should be played."
The student is believed to be
in her first year and is Roman
Catholic.

"I pointed out the quiet
areas she could go to so she
could avoid the music
altogether," he said.
But this year there are more
music alternatives at CMOR,
Claeys said.
"We are playing various
hours of music—hours of
rock, country, jazz. It's much
more diverse than last year's
music. We're giving exposure
to the type of music people
want to hear," he said.
CMOR is also having trouble with some government services employees in the college
that believe the volume of the
music is too loud.

"We may have a problem
with some (new) DJs because
they don't know when the
level is too high. We have to
train them," he said.
"We have to turn (the
volume) up at lunch hour
because of the increased traffic and noise in the halls. But I
instruct people working after
lunch to turn it down," he
said.
Claeys said that warning
signs may be set up outside the
Cave, where the music is the
loudest.

ment funding.
In the same report that in
addition to rising tuition fees,
students are also struggling
with increased housing, textbook, registration and incidental costs, Beth Brown,
Chairman of the Canadian
Federation of Students, said.
"As you are going through
the system you are amassing
more debt and it's affecting
your studies," she said.
The Projector has been
unable to determine if any tuition increases are slated for the
upcoming year at RRCC.

They're good people, they're excellent people, they're
Larry and Tom.

Entertainment
Editor Wanted

alp& rfis•
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The Projector is now accepting applications for the position of Entertainment Editor. Please submit your
resume to the Editor-in-Chief in
Trailer K by Friday, Sept. 30/1988.

90286 Tandy 1000 TX offers professional
computing at home or school. Its over six times
faster than a standard PC NT' Features 640K
memory. built-in 31/2" disk drive stores 720.000
characters. and it's expandable with a
second 31/2" or 51/2" disk drive. MS-DOS 3.2

GW-BASIC and Personal Desk Mate 2 software
let you start computing right away. And now you
can buy the 1000 TX with our choice of VM-4
monochrome monitor (25-10201 or CM-5 colour
monitor (25-1043) at incredible savings. Speak to
your local store manager today for details. 25-1600

SYSTEM A

SYSTEM B

134900
BONUS!

Tandy 1000 TX MS-DOS
computer uotn VM-a
monocnrome monitor
Reg separate items ION CO

New Community College
in Nova Scotia
NOVA
METEGHAN,
SCOTIA—The Acadian community of Nova Scotia will get
a new community college after
the province signed a costsharing agreement with the
federal government.
The College de l'Acadie will
serve the entire Acadian
population of Nova Scotia and
will be part of a network of
seven community colleges to
be created by the province.
The college will have a central administration and six
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859 PORTAGE AVENUE
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teaching centres linked by
satellite. The centres will be
located in the Francophone
communities of Halifax,
Argyle, Clare, Cheticamp,
Richmond and Pomquet.
Under the agreement, the
federal government will cover
50 per cent of the eligible costs
incurred by Nova Scotia in
establishing the new college.
The province has estimated
the total cost of the project to
be $10 million over five years.

reputation for statistics instruction at Red River.
"He was very, very patient
in class and the office would
always be full of students.
"He was a very social, giving person, loved by
everyone."
Herman's dedication to
young people reached beyond
college instruction.
"He was a Scout leader for
12 years. He loved doing it."
Herman is survived by his
wife, Joan, and two children,
Robert and Linda.
Redston says $25-or-more
contributions to the John Herman Scholarship Fund would
be apPreciated.
"We decided that it was the
best way to honor his
memory."
Contributions, by cheque,
can be made care of Kae
Elrick, D-101, Ext. 444; John
Redston, C-509, Ext. 378; or
Adam Mohr, C-511, Ext. 387.
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At Granada,
students rate
student rates.

John R. Herman, B.Sc.,
M.E., (P. Eng.), MBA
John R. Herman, a popular
and highly respected business
instructor at Red River Community College, died Monday,
Sept. 12, 1988, aged 50.
He had taught at Red River
since 1968.
"We've lost someone we
can't replace," said John
Redston, a business instructor
who shared an office with
Herman for many years.
"There's a feeling of great
sadness.
"He was absolutely the best
statistics teacher in the whole
province," Redston said.
"Even with myself, you try
and meet the students' needs,
but you have a limit. His personal caring went way beyond
the standard. If things didn't
go right in his class, he felt
very bad.
"It just about broke his
heart to give you a low mark."
According to Redston, it
was Herman who was responsible for building a high
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At Granada, we're offering special student rates on a wide assortment
of top-quality home entertainment products. We'll give you our low 12-month
rate for a special 8-month term so you can enjoy a colour TV for as
little as $15.95 a month. Or rent a full-function VCR for $17.95 a month. And,
to top it off, our in-home Granadacover service is yours at no extra charge.
Just clip this ad and take it to your nearest Granada Home Entertainment
Centre today for the complete picture. But hurry, offer expires September 30th.
After all, if you don't have a TV, where will you do all your studying?
annannannommomninnmusg*
STUDENTS RATE STUDENT RATES

TV -Audio •VCI3

Camcorders
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Horrorscopes
LEO
(July 21-August 22):

International
Newsstand

Overdue
Promise
Believe it when you see it.
The word is out that Red
River Community College
will finally get that much
ballyhooed new library.
Of course, we heard that
back in 1986, too, when the
new library was labelled a
"priority" by the college's
administration.
Ex-president of the college Gary Polonsky had his
ribbon cutting scissors at
the ready back then, but someone else will have to do
the honor as the unused
scissors have tarnished with
age and Polonsky left in
hopes of opening libraries
somewhere else.
But Red River should
have had a new library
long before now, long
before '86.
The desperate need, the
begging for funds, the promises and the controversy
have dragged on for nearly
a decade.
The existing library was
built in 1969 for a college
with 2,700 students.
It was only ten years later
that the total number of
students was almost ten
times the '69 mark.

The provincial government's failure to fork over
the loot for the new library
by 1985 prompted an
episode that surely must be
one of the ugliest in the
history of the Students'
Association.
The SA threatened, with
a $10,000 fist, to defeat
then-Education Minister
Maureen Hemphill in the
next election. The SA
managed to express its
displeasure over the
minister's inaction by resorting to a vulgar publicityseeking slugfest.
But in the end, Hemphill
came through with a convincing promise of a new
library, the students'
$10,000 was never spent
(thank God) and the
students stood by listening
to a whole lot of words and
checking out books from
the old LRC.
Now in 1988, with Polonsky, Hemphill and the SA
embarrassment all behind
Red River, what have we
got?
More promises.
And we've heard them all
before.

9a/thl
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Spotlight on paranoia, anticipation and extreme anxiety. You become obsessed with
the thought of what the price
of soup will be once those cute
little logos from the coffee
cups begin to spread.

r

The streets of Seoul, South
Korea, are clean.
There are the remnants of
spent Molotov Cocktails,
broken student protest signs
and the footprints of many a
peasant pilgrimage.
But mostly, the streets are
clean, swept by democratic
street cleaners.
Gone, or hidden, is the once
great authoritarian rule of
president Chun Doo Hwan.
Oppression is now under the
carpet as all the eyes of the
world focus on the Olympics:
Democracy and freedom has
come to the Land of Morning
Calm.
The International Olympic
Committee's decision to afford South Korea the games of
the XXIV Olympiad, restoring
the country to its former
grandeur, is much like Korean
folklore.
Hwanung, the son of the
Creator of the Universe, in the
year 2333 B.C. descended to
earth and found a home atop a
mountain in North Korea.
Legend has it that Hwanung
breathed his spirit into a
Korean maiden who begot a

freedom and economy—much
like their king Tan-Gun had
done centuries hence.
After 976 invasions by such
races as the Manchurs, the
Mongols, the Chinese and
Japanese, and after 440 truce
talks in 35 years since the war
between North and South
Korea, they are learning how
to cook with fire—again.
The fire is the Olympic
flame, the food is, of course,
thought.

world as well, Koreans have
been forced to change their
country.
The authoritarian regime is
dead, democracy rules after
the first free presidential election in 16 years and South
Korea had the fastest growing
economy in the world last
year.
By having all major world
powers attend the Olympics—China, U.S.A. and the
U.S.S.R.—they've sent a
message to their foe, North
Korea, that time has come for
reform, for peace.
This is the first time in 32
years that all super powers
have attended the games.
Quite a message.
But there is a larger message
for the I.O.C. themselves.
If the International Olympic
Committee can hand the
famous Flame of Freedom to
South Korea, and save that
country, just think about the
games being held in Poland or
South Africa.
Who said the Olympics
wasn't a political tool? Games
are better than bombs.
See you in Poland in 1992.

By giving the Olympics to
South Korea, inviting the

-W.A. Connolly

son who was named Tan-Gun.
The child was soon discovered
under a tree by some
tribesmen who • lamented his
greatness and named him their
Divinely Created King.
Throughout his reign, TanGun taught Korea many
things: how to cook by fire,
cultivate the land and how to
live in peace.
He then ascended back into
heaven where he rejoined his
father.
In passing the Olympic
torch to South Korea, the
I.O.C. has taught Korea many
things: Democracy, harmony,

Dear Editor,
Anywhere you go, if you
pay a higher price for tickets,
it usually entitles you to better
seats. Those who don't pay,
don't even get past the front
door. Here at Red River College, things are different.
Everything you've learned out
in the real world, you might as
well forget.
You may have just paid $85
for a parking pass as I did, only to find the overflow is overfilled and if you want to park
your car, you'll have to go to
the north pole. However, on

your way to "the pole" you
pass many parking lots that
have many empty spaces. You
see the sign "STAFF PARKING" and think..."all I could
afford was the measly $85
parking spot. I wish I had
more money to afford to park
in those lots." Surprise! Staff
don't have to pay a thing to
park in those close, half-empty
lots.
Well, if student parking has
got you down, here's a joke
for you. They call the unpaved
lots "overflow". What do
they call the drivers when the

The Society of Management Accountants
of Manitoba presents awards to RRCC

The Projector is written and compiled every two
weeks by Red River students for Red River
students. If you have any comments regarding the
paper, please contact us in Trailer 'K' next to the
student parking lot.

632-2479
No passion in the world is equal to the passion to alter someone
else's draft. H.G. Wells

By Clarence Voyance and
Miss Tysism

Lunar cycle highlights good
luck and creativity. You
manage to find yet another
"in-store" special on Kraft
Peanut butter. You also find
new uses for all the jars you've
accumulated. Your other half
prefers smoothy.

CANCER
(June 21-July 20):

LIBRA
(September 23-October 22):

Saturn in your house indicates severe depression.
Look on the bright side. Go
home and leaf through your
old high school yearbook and
laugh at all the losers who
aren't doing anything with
their lives. You'll feel better.

Spotlight on action, unity
and feeling of brotherhood.
You are at one with the world.
"Celebrate the Spirit of
Seoul" with your own private
"mini-Olympics". Pole
vaulting and gymnastics play
paraMOUNT roles.

Lunar aspect indicates difficulties in concentration. Give
it up. Go home and indulge in
Morton Downey and the Flintstones. Pretend you're on
summer vacation and looking
for work again.

SAGITTARIUS
(November 22-December 21):
The mysteries of the
universe are revealed in a
dream. You become one of the
few people on earth who know
whether Adam and Eve had
belly buttons and you discover
where all the thumbs of those
poor cartoon characters are.

CAPRICORN
(December 22-January 19):
The week will start off slow
and remain dull and boring. I
guess that doesn't come as a
surprise, pencil neck. We
know what you do Fridays.
Helpful Hint: Tape Bundy and
try to have some fun.

AQUARIUS
(January 20-February 18):
Beware of anyone carrying
more than two books. Education has set in and they are a
detriment to the preservance
of partying. Everybody knows
that if anyone needs partying,
you do.

PISCES
(February 19-March 20):
That gorgeous babe you've
had your eye on will be paying
close attention to you this
week. Don't get too excited.
That test is coming up and we
all know who has the best
notes. Sorry, but next time
don't be so superficial.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19):
The future looks much better than what you are accustomed to. Rather than
always getting rejected, you'll
meet a lot of single, available
people that are extremely easy
to talk to. Too bad they're all
in mental wards.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20):
Everyone has most likely
noticed a vast change in your
appearance in the last while.
Sure your clothes are really
sharp and your hair is finally
decent, but lets get real. Cool
is something you're born with,
and, as a well known phrase
says—"At least you have a
nice personality".

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20):
Try to add extra flavour to
your love life, and be imaginative. We suggest that you
add pickles, onions, lettuce—all the tastes you like to
crunch. Then top it off with a
tomato, ketchup, mustard,
mayonnaise, and process
cheese on a toasted sesame
seed bun. This will make an
ordinary night special indeed.
He/she will love you for it.

Word processing made simple.

Full Marks for Projector,
Failing Grade for Parking

K

David Somers
Editor-in-Chief
Anthony Connolly
News Editor
Entertainment Editor ... .Joanne Faryon
Jason Bell
Sports Editor
Diana Giesbrecht
Production

VIRGO
(August 23-September 22):

SCORPIO
(October 23-Novemer 21):

Each year the Society of Management Accountants of
Manitoba awards outstanding students in the area of Accounting Studies. Their hard work throughout the
academic year is reflected in their marks. We would like to
congratulate the 1988/89 award winners and also encourage current students to strive for this level of achievement.
Lorie E.R. Leperre—Business Accountancy
Joanne M. MacLean—Business Accountancy
Frederic J. Pauls—Business Administration
Chris J. Stevens—Business Administration
Les D. Taraschuk—Business Administration
Louis M. Touzin—Business Administration
Janet E. Wiebe—Business Administration

"overflow" is full?
Shit out of luck!

Kim Van Bruggen
CreComm

Word processing made simpler.

Dear Projector Staff,
Congratulations on an excellent first issue (Sept.12,
1988), the first decent Projector in three years.
Keep it up!

K. Sauerberei
Business Administration

t.:.z:.1grrtt om

Don't wind
up in the
drink.
Going for a swim when your head's
already swimming is an open
invitation to trouble. Water sports •
and alcohol just don't mix. So before
you dive in. be sure you haven't
been in the drink.
The message in
the bottle is quite
simple — don't.
The Canadian

-

The Projector welcomes signed letters from readers. Letters subject to editing.

Red Cross Society

Talk about manual labor. The only
thing more complicated than most word
processors is their instruction manuals.
You can wade through hundreds of
pages of "user interfaces" and "output
fonts" or try something far simpler: The
Smith Corona PWP 40 Personal Word
Processor.
Using PWP 40 is truly an exercise in
simplicity. Our easy-to-follow Tutorial
DataDisk teaches you that moving blocks

of text is a snap, deleting words is a
cinch and inserting words is effortless.
In fact, PWP 40 is so incredibly simple
to use, you can pick it up in practically
no time.
That way, you can spend more
of your time writing. And less of
your time reading about writing.

=11111111 CORONA

TOMORROWS
AT YOUR TOUCH '"
For more information on this product, write to Smith Corona, 440 Tapscott Road,
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1B 1Y4, or call (416) 292-3836.
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Momma Mia Go
To La Dolce Vita

Building Technician

By Chris Werner

photo by Jason Hopko

By Jason Hopko
How many people get up at
4:30 am every morning to pick
up other people's garbage?
The answer to that is very
simple. Not many get up at
that time, but even less pick up
garbage.
Well, finding such a man
proved easier than saying the
word broom. He circulates our
halls daily, picking up garbage
from life's good times. Call
them building technicians, but
more simply put, they're
JANITORS.
Carlos Reis, 36, has been
working at Red River College
since 1977. He is originally
from Portugal and before
coming to Canada was a
fisherman. Fed up with the
money situation which
plagued him, he emigrated to
Canada with his father hoping
to find a better life and to better support themselves.
"It became too expensive to
buy everyday items such as
cigarettes or even go out for a
good time," Carlos says with a
slight accent.
When in Winnipeg, he went
job hunting and eventually
became a building technician
for the college.
Carlos' day begins at 4:30
a.m. every morning with a pot
of coffee. By 5:15 a.m. he's
already at work preparing for
the coming day.
"Most of it is mental
preparation; kind of like
psyching up for the
Olympics," Carlos says with a
laugh.
Most of his time is spent
between the Cave and the Buffalo cafeteria sweeping and
looking for garbage. Carlos
takes lunch at about 10 a.m.

with a few of his colleagues.
Sometimes they just like to sit
on the benches in the middle
of the hallway and shoot the
breeze. But don't get Carlos
wrong.
"Sometimes we're so busy
we don't get time to breathe!"
After his break, Carlos
usually begins waxing and
washing the hallway floors until quitting which is 1 p.m.
Smiling, Carlos says, "then
it's Miller time."
When asked about what he
hates, a scowl comes across his
face.
"The Cave bugs the hell out
of me. People are just pigs
sometimes. They see you
working hard at picking up
garbage and they like to see
what color your face turns
when they throw some more at
your feet," Carlos says.
"If someone collected all
the Coca-Cola cans lying
around, that person could
retire," he added.
But then Carlos' face turns
to a smile when asked about
why he puts up with it.
"I like people and this job
has been good to me. I have
always found that people
around here are very
friendly."
When he is pushing his
broom around most people get
out of his way. Since that is
what he does most of the day,
Carlos doesn't have to continually exercise his voice. But
that's most people.
"When I'm waxing the
floor it's sort of like that Bugs
Bunny cartoon. The one where
the guy is smoothing out cement and these animals keep
messing it up until he gets fed

up himself and messes it up,"
he laughs.
Other times during the day
he is constantly throwing out
garbage and being a general
handyman.
Carlos' future will likely remain the same for the time being with one exception.
"I plan on returning to my
homeland in about a year," he
says, "to see what has changed
in the time I've been gone."
Carlos knows that being
away for an extended amount
of time from anywhere, many
things are bound to change.
"It would be interesting to
see how fat a lot of my friends
have gotten over ten years,"
he chuckles.
But Carlos would really like
to see family and some sights
upon his arrival next year.
"But I have to say that I
don't regret leaving Portugal
because I came to a place full
of good opportunities,"
Carlos says, grinning.
Does he have anything he'd
like to say to the people who
read this paper? You'd better
believe it.
"If you have garbage,
please throw it in the garbage
can. That's what they're there
for."
Before he says anything
else, one of his colleagues is
calling him over to lend a
hand. Carlos begins to rush
over to help, but not before he
says one more thing.
"Could people who smoke
please make sure their cigarettes are butted out before
throwing them on the floor? It
would save me time not putting out my broom which is on
fire!"

The Rev, Jake, and the rest of the morning zoo at the

RRCC's
Favorite Bro
By Craig Wallace

So much work at the college keeps Reis'
head spinning.

ALL THIS
VINTAGE: 1950s & 60s sports jackets,
4,--7 dresses, club jackets, sweaters, robes, formal wear, classic overcoats, much more...
74

ADVANCEMENT
Certified Management Accountant
A CMA designation will open doors to careers in
commerce, industry and government.
CMAs are trained in accounting theory and practice.
the management decision-making process, computers,
taxation, law and economics.
\bu can earn your professional designation while
you continue to work, and your advancement •
opportunities will improve from the moment you
become a CMA student.

CMA - opening the door to success.
For more information contact:

The Society of
Management Accountants of Manitoba
808-386 Broadway, Winnipeg R3C 3R6 / (204) 943-1538

Buffalo

st–e-. HATS: top hats, gauchos, bowlers,
berets, fedoras...
T-SHIRTS & SWEATSHIRTS: J. Dean, peace,
yin-yang, CCCP, Top Tens, Beatles...
POSTCARDS: over 500 wacky images...
JEWELERY: sterling earrings & studs, rings,
primitive bracelets & earrings, flasks,
Lennon glasses, much more...

at 847 Corydon

IF
you have to get dressed in the morning.

847 Corydon Mon-Sat 11.6/Fri 'til 8

Open
Sundays
1-5

If someone were to mention
"Brother Jake" in a crowded
room, most people would
know him by name, face and
voice.
Jake has become a Winnipeg institution of sorts, starring in many local commercials and radio spots. I had a
chance to catch up with him at
our own "Pancake Breakfast"
on September 13.
Jake Edwards has been with
CKIS 97 FM for over two
years and hopes to be there for
quite awhile yet. He enjoys
what he does immensely and
wouldn't prefer doing
anything else except "being
stuck on a deserted island with
Michelle Pfeiffer."
He first got into radio when
he was 14 years old. His
mother had brought him a
radio and he would listen to
the far away stations in the
U.S. This fascination grew on
him and he decided to make a
career of it.
He went to school for two
years in Boston at a course
similar to the Creative Communications program offered
here at RRCC. His life here in
Winnipeg began at 92 CIT1
FM a few years back where he
gained an instant audience of
listeners on what was then the
city's only rock 'n' roll station. His fans were no less
than shocked to learn tht Jake
was leaving to go back home
to his roots in Halifax.
When asked why he left, he
replies "I felt I was the last
person that still believed in
true rock 'n' roll. I thought
that Winnipeg was lacking at
the time."
When I asked Jake if he still
gets a bit nervous when he
goes on air in front of all those
listeners each day, he said he
feels more comfortable talking
to a microphone than a
person-to-person chat.
I was also curious about
h6w his staff and crew handle
all those volatile phone calls
we hear on the live call-in
shows.
"You tend to know when
someone's going to get crazy
on air. You just got to be fast
with your hand."

I finally got around to asking Jake the burning question,
what does he think of Lamont
Hollywood's deCision to leave
CKIS for 92 CITI?
"He left for all the wrong
reasons. All he wanted was
money. Lamont was really
happy at CKIS. We gave him a
big chance and he made the
wrong choice."
The present day has also
brought other problems to
CKIS 97. They were recently
embroiled in a massive legal
battle with Moffat Communications over music format and which station has the
right to play certain music.
When asked who does the
station's programming, Jake
simply replies "the government".

I was wondering what Jake
thought of the students he met
that day.
He says you can't stereotype
an RRCC student.
"We love coming here. It
gets better every year."
Jake's present place is on
the "Morning Zoo", a show
that he brought back from
Halifax two years ago. He also
is involved in many charitable
causes such as the Fireman's
Burn Fund and L.A.R.C.H.,
which gives handicapped people a chance to live on their
own.
I found Jake very courteous
and easy to talk to. He loves
the environment here and is
going to come as often as he
can in the future.
"We love ya, Red River!"

If you've been searching for
a great place for a "sit down"
lunch while you're downtown,
drop in at La Dolce Vita, 500
Portage Ave. across from the
University of Winnipeg.
Not only can you get some
great Italian food, but you can
also catch the "Two for One
Pizza or Pasta" special.
One suggestion—don't go if
you're short on time. The
restaurant is small and the
location convenient for U of
W students and CBC staff.
Expect an uncomfortable ten
minute wait during the lunch
hour.
One
more
suggestion—order something. La
Dolce Vita has a $3 minimum
between 11:30 am and 2 pm.
The coffee is good but it's not
worth three bucks.
The menu at La Dolce Vita
is fairly extensive. And though
it is primarily comprised of
Italian specialties, like various
veal dishes ($13.95, including
salad, pasta and bread sticks),
the menu also offers submarine sandwiches ($4 to $5)
and steaks ($14.50 for a complete meal).
Appetizers range in price
from $1.50 for bread sticks to
$7.95 for shrimp cocktail.
Everything from escargots to
Italian antipasto falls between.
Order the bread stick if
they're not already included in
your meal. They are fresh,
warm,
"mini-loaves"
smothered in melted butter,
garlic and oregano.
If you feel your arteries
clogging just by thinking
about bread sticks, you
should, perhaps, opt for one
of the many salads on the
menu.

The tossed salad is a fair
portion. It includes cheese and
black olives. So be prepared to
nonchalantly dispense of the
pits if you're in mixed company.
The half portion Caesar
salad ($3.95) is another veggie
alternative. One word of warning (actually, two)—vampires beware. The overwhelming garlic will haunt you for
the rest of the afternoon.
The "Two for One" special
is a must for anyone who
wants a decent meal and is
concerned about their budget.
La Dolce Vita pizza is very
good. The crust is thick, and it
holds well, if you're a "finger
person". The toppings are ample. But be sure to order extra
sauce. Despite the sufficient
amount of toppings, the pizza
is a little on the dry side.
La Dolce Vita Special,
which contains pepperoni,
ham, bacon, mushrooms,
olives, green peppers, and
onions is $8.50 for a single,
$15.95 for a medium and
$18.95 for a large. Split those
prices with a buddy and you
really get your money's worth.
The spaghetti ($7.95),
though, has a relatively mild
sauce and not much meat. As
well, hearty eaters will want
both of the "Two for One"
dishes for themselves, since
the portion is not generous.
Generally, La Dolce Vita is
a good choice for those who
love Italian food. It must be
mentioned; though, that the
ambiance of Rome is
somewhat stifled by the country music radio that is piped in
during the lunch hours.
But, if you have the time,
and not necessarily the money,
pop into La Dolce Vita for a
satisfying lunch.
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Bragging
About Billy Bragg

.1

By Sue Doe Nim
On Sept. 16, more than
200 Winnipeg women took
to the streets in the "Take
Back the Night" annual
march. The eight-year-old
walk has become a tradition
to protest city streets being
unsafe for women.
I intended to join in the
walk because the issue
should be close to every person's heart. I did not participate because of the
posters which billed the
event as a "women only
march" and I wonder how
many others were turned
off by this as well.
Assuming the organizers
have some legitimate reason
for this restriction, I contacted a participant. She informed me the walk was
"women only" to symbolize that women should
not need male protection on
the streets. She added men
were welcome to attend the
reception afterward.
Nowhere in the poster was
the latter indicated.
I agree with the principle
but the method used to get
the message across is offensive. The major problem
with the women's movement today is that only insiders know what is going
on or why things are being
done.
The lack of effort to inform anyone of their
reasons for excluding men
such as a note on the poster,
rather than a bold assertion, is once again going to
cause the movement more
long term damage.
Let me affirm my support for the women's movement in theory. One must
have rocks in their head not
to support many causes
championed by the
women's movement—like
eliminating pay discrepancies for equal work and
stopping child or wife
abuse. But somehow these
issues tend to get mired
when a vision of the entire
mission is overwhelmed by
individual grievances.
Instead of re-affirming
and educating others about
issues which affect many
and may take time to ex-

plain, they seek media attention for things most of
us agree are trivial. A good
example of this would be
the recent controversy over
how women are depicted in
a 7-Up commercial. Have I
missed something?
Those of us who
recognize the important
things the movement has
done to improve the quality
of life for all women are
able to overlook these
minor reactions and remain
focused on the issues.
But what about someone
who didn't live through the
turbulent decade which
brought these things about?
Unfortunately, the movement has not bothered to
actively seek new recruits
who can aid the message in
both numbers and fresh
ideas. If you doubt this, go
to the few protests and
demonstrations. The crowd
remains the same. The same
30-year-old faces with the
same trite sayings and
songs. Like it or not, the
future doesn't look too
bright.
The women's movement
must take a good hard look
at itself on a local level.
They must decide
whether they too have
become as complacent in
their positions as the very
society they seek to change.
They must address issues
of recruitment and how
they utilize the media.
They must re-evaluate
their goals and action plans,
recognizing the world
around them has not stayed
static.
Maybe some of the vocal
participants must be removed to ensure longevity, if
their personal crusades have
further clouded issues. It
won't be easy because no
one gives up power willingly, but it is necessary.
Without new people and
ideas helping shift the
women's movement into
the '90s, everyone will lose
out. The women's movement could end up with
about as much political
clout as the Monarchist's
League.
Think about it.

By Janet Wasney
The sold-out crowd at
Manitoba Theatre Centre on
Sept. 15 got more from Billy
Bragg than just music.
Bragg's routine includes
quips and stories relating to
his songs that deal with love,
war and peace, the ecology
and socialism.
Dressed simply in a polo
shirt and rolled up jeans,
Bragg's delivery is casual yet
refined enough to gain the admiration of any stand-up cornic.
This casualness seems to be
the thrust behind the popularity of this hero of the working
class. On stage he appears as a
regular guy with problems like
you and I may have, not as a
glamorized pop star.
When at home in England,
Bragg performs on behalf of
Britain's Labor Party with a
group called Red Wedge,
which is made up of members
from Madness, Style Council
and the Communards.
Bragg has said that he is not
out to change the world, just
to encourage others to make it
a better place to live. To Bragg
this means a world without
war, capitalists or acid rain.
The acid rain issue was
cleverly raised in a piece sung
to Prince's "Purple Rain".
Bragg is in the middle of a
cross-Canada tour. He
endeared himself to the
western audience by studying
some Canadian subtleties.
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Moon Over Parador proves

that you can take an old, tired,
almost dead plot and make it
seem almost fresh by adding
good acting.
The plot is very simple:
Richard Dreyfuss plays an actor who is enlisted (a nice term
for arrested) by the minister of
the interior, Raul Julia, to
play the part of the country's
secretly murdered dictator.
The script is fairly predictable through Dreyfuss's
education as the dictator, but
a strong—and surprisingly
funny—performance by Sonia

Raul Julia does his best as
the corrupt minister, but the
role is somewhat limited, often
causing him to resort to his
wooden "bad guy" look.
Richard
Dreyfuss
is—well—Richard Dreyfuss.

Bragg has the envious
capability of being crazy and
flippant one moment and
somberly serious the next. In a
tune called "Tender
Comrade" he explores the
special bonding that soldiers
experience. In Bragg's ideal
the saying, "brothers in arms"
would mean each other's
arms, not those used for war.
The 30-year-old selfproclaimed "softie" gingerly
peppered his set with love
songs. "Saturday Boy", he
claims, is the only one that
reveals something that really
happened to him. "If I experienced everything I sing
about, I'd be dead," he once
told an interviewer. But this
doesn't lessen his credibility

In the lobby of MTC,
Bragg's cause was supported
by the presence of Oxfam giving out information about
third world countries and at
another table, a proliferation
of pamphlets about labor in
Manitoba and the free trade
issue.
The warm-up act was the
Beatnigs from San Fransisco.
To balance Bragg's low-key
performance, these five musicians were anything but.
Along with the traditional instruments, the Beatnigs used
hammers, chains, sheets of
aluminum, tire rims and a circular saw to drive home their
socialist sentiments. It was
hard to ignore them and equally hard not to appreciate their
enthusiasm.
If you missed the Bragg gig
stay tuned to CBC Radio for
the broadcast of the live taping.

Splash Bash
By Kristen Fleming

Send a UNICEF card,
Save a child's life.
•
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Moon Over Parador
Worth $3.50
Braga as the dictator's
mistress, Madonna, manages
to pull the film through.
In a somewhat funny,
somewhat sexy scene, Braga
surprises Dreyfuss, strips off a
revealing gown, puts on a seethrough robe and performs a
hot dance.

Playtime.

with those who share his
political beliefs.
Bragg dedicated his song,
"There Is Power In A Union"
to the Canadian Labor Congress and in the same breath
congratulated the NDP on its
history of policies aimed at the
working class.
The timeliness of Bragg's
tour is probably no coincidence in light of our coming
federal election. There is no
doubt about his political leanings with remarks such as
"money maketh man a Tory"
and referring to Margaret
Thatcher, "Would you buy a
used submarine from this
woman?"

0
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By Marc Grant

Using the old joke "how
many does it take to screw in a
light bulb" with Torontonians
as subject, he offers a two-fold
answer. It takes two: one to
hold the light bulb and the
other to run to New York to
ask how to do it. Or just one
to hold the light bulb and let
the world revolve around it.
Bragg's musicianship is not
to be ignored just because he
delivers important messages in
his songs. With an electric
guitar and his clear, strong
voice, the words were easily
understood despite his thick
Cockney accent. Bragg was
joined sporadically on stage by
a keyboardist and by the
warm-up group for the finale.
He drew songs from all
three previous albums and introduced several cuts from his
latest one entitled Worker's

This is the second film that
Dreyfuss has done with
writer/director Paul Mazursky
(the first being Down and Out
in Beverly Hills) and although
this lacks many of the
elements that make their collaboration a hit, it still
sparkles with a few genuine
comic touches.
In the final analysis, Moon
Over Parador won't give
anyone belly laughs, but it is
amusing and easy to watch,
well worth a look during a
$3.50 Tuesday show.

The Fall Splash Beer Bash
was held on Friday, September
16 from 3:30 to 7:30 p.m. in
the South Gym to a sold out
crowd.
A free barbecue of hot dogs
was available for those waiting
outside the gym above an
overcast sky which forced the
party to be moved indoors.
Live entertainment was provided by Jeffery Hatcher and
the Big Beat who got the bash
rolling at 4:30 p.m.
Caricaturist John Ljundberg
was busy at work with
remarkable likenesses. The
CKIS 97 FM Afternoon Drive
Home Show with "the Bird"
was being broadcast live at the
doors. Some prizes given away
were Jets tickets, a shirt and a
gym bag. All monies made
were going for the band and
caricaturist.
Talking to Terry Van Der
Ploeg and Wayne McKenzie,
both business administration
students, they liked all the
people that came out for the
bash and were having a ball.
Other B.A. students interview-

ed were not having the best
time.
"I didn't like the band."
"Never heard of them."
"Last year's bash was better."
Creative Communications
graduate Kathi Gryte thought
the bash was a little quiet.
However, she did say that
"the band was good but Kathy
Bortoluzzi always gets good
entertainment."
In talking to alumni and second year students who seemed to be having the best time,
they made the comment that
90 per cent are first time college students who did not
know what to expect. That
seemed to be the case.
However, it was a great way
for students to meet their peer
group who they might not
come in contact with everyday.
This was the "ice-breaking"
social event of the season for
Red River Community College. Check your calendar for
the next upcoming beer
bashes.

Winnipeg needs...
The United Way

PRESENTS

Bernice Berry
October 6
in the

Tower Lounge
12 noon - 1 pm
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A.Coming Events. • •
Burying yourself in the
books is fine if you want
"A's", but come on, get a
social life. RRCC's SA is offering some entertainment
"stuff" —and some of it's for
free.
In-A-Sense will be appearing in the Tower Lounge
Wednesday at noon. They're a
bar band and would probably
appeal to anyone who enjoys
top 40. There's no charge for
this one.
* * *

If you prefer a harder hitting sound, The Tragically Hip
will be performing Friday
night, Sept. 30 in the South
Gym. The band has been
described as a cross between
Georgia
Saints,
The
Statellites, The Doors and
R.E.M. Tickets are $8 and are
available from the SA office.
The warm-up group is
Monuments Galore.
*••
Comedian Bernice Berry
will be appearing in the Tower
Lounge Thursday, Oct. 6 during lunch hour. Admission is
free.

Tickets for the annual
Scavenger Hunt and Beer Bash
are on sale Monday in the SA
office. This event always promises a good time and cash
prizes. Check with the SA office for more details.
* * *
Outside the college...
Eric Clapton will be appearing at the Winnipeg Arena
Oct. 3. Tickets are still
available through Select-ASeat.

The folk group, Ladysmith
'Black Mambazo are performing at the Centennial Concert
Hall Oct. 6. Tickets are
available from HomeMade
Music and Bass Outlets.
• ••
Tuesday, Oct. 18 is
Hootenay time. Dust off the
old guitar and put on your
turtleneck sweaters and berets
and join us for a night of
nostalgic fun at the West End
Cultural Centre, 586 Ellice
Ave. Tickets availaVe at the
door or call Barbara at
452-5496.

Winnipeg singer/songwriter
Bob King will be performing
on Tuesday, Oct. 4 at the West
End Cultural Centre, 586
Ellice Ave. The concert is
sponsored by the Winnipeg
Folk Connection. The evening
will also feature local
blues/ragtime musician John
Paul and friends. Host band,
Meadowlark, will round out
the evening's entertainment.
Tickets are $5 and are
available at the door on the
night of the show or call
452-5496. Show time is 8:00
pm.

Hiatt
A Hit
Again
John Hiatt-Slow Turning

(A & M)

By Doug Gordon
The white sticker on the
shrink-wrap identifies Slow
Turning as "the follow up to
one of 1987's most acclaimed
albums." This claim to fame
puts John Hiatt in the unenviable position .of having to
repeat that excellence of a year
ago, which he does with considerable ease. Slow Turning
contains twelve original cornpositions showcasing Hiatt's
tremendous talents as both a
songwriter and a singer.
While last year's Bring the
Family was bolstered by the
musical talents of Ry Cooder,
Jim Keltner and Nick Lowe,
Slow Turning find Hiatt working with his touring band, The
Goners. They prove
themselves to be fine
replacements. Their work,
along with a great production
job by Glyn Johns, results in a
warm acoustic feel to much of
the album; this is readily apparent in the beautifully
rendered title track.
"Slow Turning" (the song)
is also a prime example of the
truth and depth of Hiatt's
lyrics. As a child, the
narrator's only happiness
comes from hacking around
with his guitar. Years later, he
is yelling at his children
"'cause they're bangin' like
Charlie Watts" (similar territory to that explored in
"Your Dad Did" from Bring
the Family).
Other highlights include the
rollicking "Tennessee Plates"
(cowritten by Mike Porter)
with its Bonnie and Clydesque
storyline, "Georgia Rae"
(written for his daughter) and
"Ride Along" in which Hiatt
offers a vivid depiction of life
lived as a mundane routine.
If all goes well, Slow Turning will give John Hiatt the
wider recognition he deserves
and create even more anticipation for his next album, which
will undoubtedly bear a white
sticker reading "the follow-up
to one of 1988's most acclaimed albums".

"Free trade.
We're
getting
ready now."
Brian R Sinclair
Psychologist/Graduate Architect
The Pendergast Group, Architects
Calgary Alberta

"We have developed the technology for putting
building designs on computer. This eliminates
hand drawing, and also permits simulations to
test a building before it is built. Americans are
interested in this capability.
The Free Trade Agreement will make possible
new freedoms for many Canadian professionals
to offer their services in the U.S. In addition,
border crossing restrictions will be relaxed.
I believe young Canadian professionals will
have the opportunity to demonstrate their skills
in the U.S. while continuing to live in Canada."
Canadians are getting ready for Free Trade.
The Government of Canada is there to help.

More information is available on the Free Trade Agreement.
Please call Toll Free 1-800-267-8527, 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.,
Eastern time, weekdays, except holidays or write: External
Affairs, DMTN, Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0G2

Hon. John C. Crosbie, Minister for International Trade
L'honorable John C. Crosbie, ministre du Commerce exterieur
External Affairs Affaires exterieures
Canada Canada
114 /III
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Toon Town Reunion
By Carol Enns
Betty Boop, Popeye, Elmer
Fudd—these are only a few of
the animated characters who
have made us howl with
laughter over the years. They
have become classics in their
genre.
Perhaps that's why the
crowd at the Cinematheque
was particularly "artsy".
Maybe most were in attendance for the historical value
of these films.
Excuses, excuses!
It's difficult for some to admit that even at this stage of
their lives they get a kick out
of the slapstick comedy of
Porky Pig and Sylvester.
The film collection was billed as "Hollywood Animation:
Cartoon Firsts". It encompassed everything from the
first Betty Boop ever
made—"Dizzy Dishes" in
1930, to Elmer Fudd and Bugs
Bunny matching wits in "Wild
Hare". "The Old Mill", one
of the early Silly Symphonies
that came out of Walt Disney
Studios, was particularly well
done. The story, the music,
and the animation flowed
together so well it was nearly
impossible to say which had
come first.
"Now that's an animation
classic—look at the detail!"
stated on observer.
Mickey Mouse made his color debut in "The Band Concert" (1935), an amazing film
which features members of
Mickey's band trying to play

"The Storm" while whirling
around in the eye of a tornado.
Popeye the Sailor first appeared in a film named after
him, with Betty Boop as costar. This was one of the many
collaborations of Max and
Dave Fleisher, well known
producers and directors of early animation.
Superman began his cartoon
career in 1941 with a film from
Paramount where he battles
for truth and justice against a
mad scientist with an Electrothanasia Ray.
One of the most intriguing
and hilarious films was entitled "Tale of Two Kittens"
from Warner Brothers. It
featured two young cats with
the voices and characteristics
of Abbot and Costello trying
to catch a bird who bore a
striking resemblance to
Tweetie. In this film we saw
Costello watering a Victory
Garden, Abbott imitating a
Spitfire, and Tweetie as an Air
Raid Warden, who ends the
film yelling "Turn off the
light!"
Obviously political cartoons
weren't found only in the
pages of the newpaper even
then!
The most bizarre film was
definitely "Primitti Too
Taa", by Ed Ackerman. It
consisted of views of a white
paper upon which arbitrary
groups of typed letters danced

and swept in and out of view.
The soundtrack consisted of
these "words" being verbalized with varying inflections and
speeds. For all its billing as a
"hilarious award winning
animated short", it was disappointing to say the least.
Dean Naday, a member of
the Winnipeg Film Group and
part of the volunteer staff at
Cinematheque, stated that
response has been pretty good
for this particular film collection. However, Cinematheque
suffers from lack of enough
publicity as any Winnipeg
Film Group project does. It is
a community owned movie
theatre, supported by the
Canada Council, Manitoba
Arts Council, and the City of
Winnipeg. Admission is $3.50,
or $2.50 for members of the
film group. The theatre itself
is well designed, albeit small.
Popcorn is available, and
there are no lineups to get in!
Coming up in October is a
slate of "B" movie classics
ranging from "They Saved
Hitler's Brain" to "Attack of
the Mutilated Atom
Creatures". Roger Corman,
"King of the Low-Budget
Quickies", brings you "Little
Shop of Horrors", the 1960
version. So if you need a break
from assignments at a price
you can afford, drop by
Cinematheque in the Artspace
Building on the corner of Arthur and Bannatyne. Call
ahead for dates and times:
942-6795.

Misanthropist's
Corner
What's It All About
By Dennis Watson
I'd like to take your ripe
young mind and, if I may,
subject it to a sharp dose of
reality. Too many of you poor
bastards will never leave the
security of society's womb.
Peer pressure and social standards are making people boring. Let's face it—civilization
is not what it's cracked up to
be.
Oh sure, we can fly across
the Atlantic in four hours and
even Jessie "The Body" Ventura has a niche in the world to
call his own. But beneath this
disguise of competence and
wisdom lies mankind's soft
underbelly of absurdity.

I won't dwell on this any
longer in an effort to show my
diversity as a social critic.
There are countless reasons
for my disdain for humanity
and here are a few of them:
-Daily music countdowns on
radio. Do they need an excuse
to play the same songs for the
third time in an evening? How
about the top one at 1:00?
-The Pet Shop Boys cover of

Always On My Mind.

-The Pet Shop Boys.
-Guys with macho hangups.
Sure, being the strongest and
fastest is important...if you're
glue.
-Using "really" as a descriptive word. "Cold? Are you
kidding? It was really cold."
-People who won't let you and
"Remember the Hula your car into their lane in
Hoop?" Remember it, indeed. heavy traffic.
And remember bulls and -Being told that bathtubs drain
mood rings. Think about Acid, clockwise in Australia.
Wash and toys stuck to car -The French word for
windows with suction cups grapefruit is pamplemousse.
while you're at it. It's this
I'll leave you now with an
lemming-like attitude of North old Hungarian proverb. Even
Americans that gives me though I am neither old nor
cramps. Conformity is a way Hungarian, this seems apof life for too many people. propriate as I am stuck for a
To rebel against your parents clever conclusion.
by copying your peers is not
"The believer is happy, the
the way to develop as an indoubter is wise.'
dividual, or as a species.

Prince
Reigns
By Deborah Bowers
Orgasmic.
How many of you feel like
that after seeing a concert?
I saw the Purple Legend in
an intimate gathering of
13,600 devoted fans in Minneapolis last week.
He kicked off his North
American Lovesexy Tour in
fine form. Arriving on stage in
a '67 Thunderbird, he pranced, danced and certainly
enhanced his 5,600 squarefoot, tri-level stage for well
over two and a half hours.
He needed no opening act.
"Erotic City" appropriately
began this sexy, lusty, dirty
display of all-out funky jamming.
Prince's stage was prepared
for anything: he had his
Thunderbird, a basket-ball
hoop and ball, a swing set, a
baby grand, suspension ropes
and naturally, a heart-shaped
bed—all at his licentious
fingertips.
The first half of the extravaganza featured tunes that
only true Prince fans knew all
the words to...and more.
Mood music like "When
You Were Mine", "Head"
and "Sister" aroused the
crowd and certainly quickened
my heartrate.
You see, Prince doesn't just
stand there and sing. He
jumps, runs, grinds and
gyrates—to name just a few of
my favorite verbs. His stage
playmate and partner in sexual

crime, Cat Glover, also exercised a few muscles that most
of us don't know exist. Between the two of them, Sheila
E. on drums, guitarist Miko
Weaver plus two keyboardists,
Prince successfully communicated his overall goal—to
show the crowd just what
"Lovesexy" is all about.
"It's the feeling U get when
U fall in love, not with a girl or
boy but with the Heavens
above."
Prince turned into preacher
in the second half of his show
and had everyone chanting:
"Love is God, God is Love,
Heaven, Yeah! Heaven,
Sugarbaby!" That's my kind
of mass.
He then went into a hypnotical version of "Purple
Rain", "When Doves Cry"
and "Let's Go Crazy". And
we did.
His Purpleness dedicated a
melody of Princely tunes to his
hometown crowd, singing
"Little Red Corvette",
"1999", "Controversy",
"Strange Relationship" and
one of my personal favorites,
"Starfish and Coffee".
Prince ended his heavenly
funk sermon with "Alphabet
Street". Bright letters flashed
and bounced around the Met
Center while everyone went
"down to Alphabet Street,
yeah, yeah, yeah" and I know
that I "jerked my body like a
horny pony would".
Beat that, Springsteen fans.
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Thomas
Brings Levity To Life
By Joanne Faryon

He looked tired—Winnipeg
was only one of the many
stops on his publicity tour.
But Ian Thomas was more
than obliging to the three college kids who wanted an interview.
"I'll talk to anyone who's
interested in what I have to
say," Thomas says.
He's travelling across
Canada promoting his new
album, Levity.
"If it sells, fine. If it
doesn't, I'll do another one,"
he says of his latest project
which he's been working on
for nearly two years.
The 38-year-old Canadian
can afford to have that kind of
attitude after 11 albums.
But Thomas didn't seem

concerned about the financial
rewards his career has brought
him.
"The things I value most
about my life is nature...I'm
not one of these guys that is
totally consumed by my
career. If I knew it would fu-up my family, I'd throw it out
the window in a second," he
says.
His family is wife Kathy,
who he met in grade five, a
15-year-old daughter who may
in the "air-head" years, and a
16-year-old son who has full
run of his dad's studio.
"I'm still very much in love
with her (Kathy). I'm not a
Mr. Macho that's had
thousands of women. I'm a

hopeless romantic as far as she
is concerned."

And although his son
already has a band, Thomas
isn't going to push either one
of his kids into the music
business.
`I just want both of them to
have some outlet in creativity.
"My father told me he
learned more about me
through my songs than he
knew was there.
"Sharing one's thoughts
isn't a bad thing. If anything,
we're too impersonal ...we're
so busy role playing. We could
.stand to wear our emotions on
our shirt sleeves more than we
do."
And "baring your soul" is

Levity In Limbo
Ian Thomas-Levity
(WEA)
By Matt Baron
Canadian rocker Ian
Thomas is a man who will
seldom, if ever, be caught
short for something to say.
Like his brother Dave (of
SCTV fame), Ian possesses a
keen sense of humor while at
the same time having a special
insight into social issues and
human emotion.
It comes as no great surprise
then, that Ian decided to title
his latest album Levity as a
reflection of his personal
philosophy of not taking life
too seriously. This philosophy
is expressed on most of the
album's nine tracks with an
emphasis on keeping things in
perspective and maintaining
one's sense of priorities in life.
This is Thomas' first album
in three years (his first on the
WEA label) and for this project he went out and found
some heavyweight help in the
form of producer Chris Neil
(Mike and the Mechanics)
and session guitarist Bill
Dillon (late of Robbie Robertson's solo project). The result
of this collaboration is a
record that has a slick, guitaredged sound to it.
Despite the excellent production values, though, the
album comes out as a very hitand-miss affair. After listening to the album no less than
four times, there are actually
only about three or four songs
that I can remember the
melody to, and even then the
memory is still a bit fuzzy.
Songs such as the title track
"Levity" as well as "Back to
Square One", "Modern
Man" and "Let the Stone
Roll" all have some radio
potential although there is
nothing particularly new or
unique about any of them.
"Levity" and "Modern
Man" were the best of the
bunch. "Levity" for its good
balance of keyboards and
strong guitar, as well as a good
hook in the main chorus.
"Modern Man" stands out
with its Thomas Dolby-like
sound as well as its cutting
lyrics about the overindustrialized society of the
future and man's disassociation from himself and the
world around him.

important to Thomas. He says
his latest album is more personal than the preceeding
ones.
"Things that piss me off
seem to come out in the
album. I'm commenting on a
whole bunch of shit around
me," he says of the lyrics.
But don't call him cynical,
call him mad.

On the negative side, "Losing Control" is a totally
forgettable song about disillusionment and dreams unfulfilled that has bubble gum
pop written all over it. The
lyrics were on the whole
simplistic ("a wounded animal
trying to hide/a rich man who
was poor inside") and didn't
effectively deal with the strong
theme of the strong.
"Another Chance", the
fourth song on side one, while
musically sound, is another example of a relatively significant theme ("don't let life pass
you by") that never gets past
the superficial level.
Only "Believe", "All
About Her" and "These Are
Not Gods" aren't bad pieces
of music, but then again,
neither are they songs that
you'll want to hear more than
a few times on the radio before
they become redundant.
Ian Thomas has proven
himself in the past to be a
talented songwriter, having
had songs covered by the likes
of Chicago ("Chains"), Santana ("Hold On") and Manfred Mann ("The Runner").
On Levity, his ability to put
together a nice-sounding piece
of music is still very much in
evidence, as befits a musician
with eleven albums already to
his credit. The songs on this
album are, for the most part,
quite listenable and very
polite. And therein lies the
problem. Thomas fails to inject any real spark or inventiveness into his music, nor did
he add any lyrics that had grit
to them, which is disappointing considering the human
and social issues he tried to address.
Overall, when asked to give
a concise description of this
record, the word that keeps
coming to mind is NICE.
Levity is the kind of album
that is in musical limbo: it
never quite gets to where it
wants to go and as a result just
kind of floats around lost in
space. For the die-hard Ian
Thomas fan, Levity is a record
you may want to pick up for
old time's sake, but for the
uninitiated, the ten dollar
cover price is ten dollars best
spent elsewhere.

"I love comedy."
He is currently working on a
comedy series with brother
Dave • of the "Mackenzie
Brothers" which will be aired
sometime next year.

And he hopes to tour after
the album is released in the
U.S. in January.
He says he wants his tour to
be more of an entertainment
"I get angry at man's show which includes comedy
stupidity... they're (lyrics) and theatre rather than just
observations about what's out being a "black speck on the
there."
stage".
And although he says he's
And after that?
angry and some of his lyrics
"Probably 30 years from
examine social issues, Thomas now I'll still be writing songs.
is still a man with a sense of Maybe no one will be listening
humor.
to me, but I'll still be writing."

Heroes Wanted
By Cheryl Haegeman
If you were given the op-

portunity to become a hero,
would you take it? You
wouldn't become rich or
famous, but you would feel
incredible knowing that
you've saved a life.

care, education, water and
sanitation projects, nutrition, applied technology
programmes, immunization and oral rehydration
projects in developing
countries. Children die of
sicknesses that are no
longer a threat in North
American society. The flu,
a good example, is still a
major killer of children in
developing nations. So, it is
UNICEF's goal to immunize
the world's children by the
year 1990. All the world's
children.

All over North America,
people are getting ready to
participate in an experience that will make
them realize how important
they are. These people
volunteer for UNICEF, an
international organization
which is helping to save a
As I was receiving a
precious resource: the
volunteer list, I was told
world's children.
that there are 35,000
UNICEF Manitoba is UNICEF volunteers in
right now preparing for it's Canada. That's a great
annual Halloween Cam- figure, but over half of that
paign. Remember when is the school children who
you were in elementary trick or treat with the
school and carried your orange boxes. Think about
UNICEF box door to door, it—there's maybe 16,000
hoping to collect a box full adu.lt volunteers
of pennies? Did you ever throughout Canada. Divide
up per province and
really understand what you that
were accomplishing? This suddenly the figure isn't so
year I've learned a lot about great anymore. The sadhow important those little dest part is that Manitoba
orange boxes are. They is one of the lowest ranking
support primary health provinces for volunteers.

The committee responsible for distributing boxes
to all the businesses in the
city consists of about 15
people. Even then the job is
not finished. We then have
to pick up the boxes from
the locations and count
coin. I've heard that counting thousands of dollars
worth of pennies takes a
long time. Yet, at the end of
the day, our volunteers are
able to say that they've
helped to make the world a
better place.
What I'd like to offer
you is a hard job with no
monetary gain. However,
the job that you do means a
lot to the child who's life
you have saved.
If you would like to join
the UNICEF Halloween
Campaign we'd love to
have you. As I've mentioned, we're desperate for
volunteers, as the need for
them rises daily. So, if you
would like to become a
hero, just call the UNICEF
office at 453-5967 or myself
at 338-2479.

Unicef Canada (9)

Nursing Club

Halloween Social
October 28

e,

r

8 pm to 1 am
Winston Hotel-44 McPhillips Ave.
tickets: $8
Available at AB-22
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Lots 0'
Laughs At the Tower
By Karen Hiebert
The first of a series of free
comedy shows sponsored by
the SA was held in the Tower
Lounge last Wednesday at
noon.
The two personalities, Kerry
Talmage and Mike Gottlie,
drew a large crowd who seemed to enjoy the antics, anecdotes, and analogies
presented. By 12:15 a.m. there
was standing room only as
these "wholesome" young
men shared what was on their
minds.

,o;Nr.n.wratafaMIPMPIL
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Both Kerry and Mike are
professional comedians in Yuk
Yuk's Komedy Kabaret circuit. They are both native
Winnipeggers. In fact, Kerry
even attended RRCC at one
point.

Both performances reflected
the obvious enjoyment that
they have in their chosen
careers.
Last week's introduction to
the comedy series went over
well. There was good audience
participation consisting of
both raucous laughter and
amazed speechlessness.
Cheryl Esson, a child care
student, said she thought the
acts were "great" and would
try to come out to see the rest
of the series.
Frank (who would not
reveal his last name), a
business administration student, represented the most
vocal and involved sector of
the audience. He said he enjoyed the entertainment and
would like to return to see
more if he is not in class.

0

•
0
0

A communications student,
Trevor Buhnai, refused to
commit himself to anything
that could be misconstrued.
"I've heard him before," he
replied. "He's my friend."
Other comments heard
around the Lounge were
"crazy" and "very talented".
Program director Kathy
Bortoluzzi said that she hasn't
finalized all the acts, but they
will be announced later. The
program calendar published
and distributed by the SA will
have the confirmed acts and
dates of future performances.
Calendars are available from
the SA office.
If you missed the first set of
RRCC's comedy hour, you
might want to catch the rest of
the series. If nothing else, it's
good for a laugh!
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The Pam Martin Band rocked the Tower.

Nobody Went
By Gord Leathers
The Anything Goes Talent
Show scheduled for September
15 in the Tower Lounge was
cancelled due to the lack of
participants. The Talent Show
was put forth as an ice breaker
for the beginning of the year
but no one volunteered any
acts.
"Running the contest so
early in the year was a problem
since first year students, new
to the school, may be a little
apprehensive about enteraining a bunch of strangers so
early in the school year," said

Kathy Bortoluzzi, the SA programming director.
"We put the posters up in
plenty of time so it wasn't a
publicity problem."
The programming department will try again in
November or December when
everyone settles down a bit.
"We would like to have
more contests this year," said
Bortoluzzi.
"We will try to have two per
term with different themes."
Since there was no equipment rented and no cash prizes
awarded, there were no costs
incurred.

97's Bird lands at Red River.

Blown Fuse Brings Big Beat
By Gord Leathers
Back in 1979 a local band
called The Fuse took the Winnipeg bar scene by storm playing a mixture of what was then
considered new wave and
original '60s material.

‘'t
Mondo Cartoon

The front man was a fellow
named Jeffrey Hatcher who,
along with brothers Don and
Paul, developed quite a
following in this town. The
boys moved east to the bigger
scenes in Toronto where they
formed The Six.
The latest incarnation is
called Jeffrey Hatcher and the
Big Beat and they are back in
town at B-Way's in the Hotel
Fort Garry. While in town the
Hatcher Brothers swung north
to open the social season by
playing the first beer bash at
Red River.
The Big Beat is a tight, professional unit consisting of
Jeff and Don Hatcher trading
off on rhythm and lead
guitars. Gordon Garvin plays
keyboards with Suzan Griffiths on bass and Paul Hatcher
on drums. Vocals are handled
mostly by the Hatcher
brothers.
The Red River show began

with "Hands of Time" by
Tyrone Davis and, for the next
hour, the audience was treated
to a very competent performance of straight ahead rock
and roll ranging from playful
Buddy Holly style country to
solid R & B.
The rhythm section did the
job very well keeping the bass
and drums simple and
together. The keyboard work
added the right color to the
music but was a little difficult
to pick out. This was compensated to a degree with a solo in
Ray Charles' "What I Say".
The two Hatcher guitarists
traded lead and rhythm licks
which added a great deal of
spice to the brew. Vocals were
smooth and harmonies tight.
All in all, a very enjoyable
show by a group of very competent musicians.
For those who did not see
the Jeffrey Hatcher and the
Big Beat you can still catch
them this week at B'Way's.
There is also an album called Cross Our Hearts which
should be available soon if it
isn't already.
It may be worth going to
B-Ways to find out.

MODELS
WANTED

Male and female
Models wanted for the Ski Exhibition Fashion Show to be
held on Oct. 21.
Pick up applications in the SA
office Room DM20. Deadline is
Oct. 7. Meeting to be held on
Oct. 11 at 4:00 pm in F112.
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Nothing Gets Past Fury Keeper
By Tennis Wilson
"Baby Death" doesn't seem

Olympian
Relives Past
By Bruce W. Leaden
He exploded from the starting blocks and in 9.83 seconds
Ben Johnson became a
millionaire. But for every
world or Olympic champion
who benefits financially from
his exploits there are
thousands of other equally
dedicated athletes who toil in
relative obscurity motivated
only by their love of the sport.

Puloski displays his silverware.

photo by Colin Corneau

Puloski Pumps Iron
By Colin Corneau
When it comes to weightlifting, Tony Puloski has the
Midas touch.
Puloski, who has cerebral
palsy, has won nine gold
medals during his seven years
of competition in the Special
Olympics. One of them was
won last June at the University
of Manitoba's Max Bell Centre.
"The guy before me was
pretty good," said Puloski of

his competitor in the bench
press competition, "but I
came up and beat him."
Puloski, 26, works in Red
River's printing services, and
used the North Gym's weight
room facilities to train into
award-winning shape.
Puloski's confident attitude
carries through to his avid interest in other sports, as well.
There's swimming and
hockey, to name a few, but

competitive weightlifting is
definitely in Tony's future.
Judging by his determination and initiative, there's
more than nine medals to be
had for this athlete.
"There's a big meet coming
up next year (for Special
Olympics). I'll be representing
Manitoba internationally,"
says Puloski.
"I hope I can get another
medal there, too."

Golf:
Now and Forever
By Fred Standil
When it comes to sports,
Canadians typically think of
activities which correspond
with our harsh climate. It's a
fact of life that snow and cold
temperatures throughout a
good two-thirds of the year.
There is, however, a brief
but delightful period which we
know as summer. It is during
these months that golfers take
advantage of some of the
nicest real estate which exists
anywhere.
To begin with, golf is more
than just a game for the avid
strikers of the little white ball.
It is a passion. No other sport
elicits the extreme emotions of
euphoria and anger so frequently. When the phrase
"drive for show and putt for
dough" was coined, they
should have inscribed it on a
plaque and placed it near
greens everywhere.
With its roots embedded in
the British Isles (Scotland, to
be precise) golf has exploded
in popularity in recent years
both in North America in
general, and Manitoba
specifically.
It is a game which has traditionally nurtured the concept
of sportsmanship. This social

aspect has formed bonds between players which nongolfers cannot identify with.
The paradox of golf, however,
lies in the fact that it is not an
activity which requires more
than one person in order to
compete. Groups of one to
four take to the course from
spring to fall in search of that
"career game", which almost
constantly eludes them.
The setting for this sport is
unparalleled in beauty. No
arena, playing field, race track
or stadium can offer the
scenery and fresh air of a
quality golf course. Many
times the scenery, nature and
weather are enough to make
one forget the real purpose of
their trip to the course.
As for the mechanics of the
game, beginners would be
well-advised to obtain some
basic instruction in the fundamentals before heading out.
The swing, stance and grip are
the logical starting points to
become familiar with. A good
grounding in etiquette and terminology should also be mandatory for the novice golfer.
With respect to equipment,
the quality and prices of a set
of clubs range considerably.
The likely course of action
would be to consult with a golf

professional (preferably your
instructor) or someone else
with a sound knowledge of the
game.

You should keep in mind
that in addition to being a
sport which does not require
partners, golf is also
something that can be played
literally forever. Countless
numbers of seniors play and
enjoy the game today.
In Manitoba, Winnipeg
naturally has the most courses
to choose from. While the majority of the clubs are private,
various municipal (public)
courses can be used by
anyone. Tee times are,
however, becoming increasingly difficult to obtain as the
sport grows in popularity.
As for rural Manitoba,
Falcon Lake, Hecla Island,
and Clear Lake (Wasagaming)
offer tremendous beauty and
challenges to any golfer. A
number of other courses also
provide golfers with excellent
facilities.
No matter what age you are,
it's never too late to learn the
game. Golf is a sport for now
and for the future. With the
proper guidance and attitude,
this can be a richly rewarding
activity for virtually anyone.

Ed Alexiuk is such an
athlete.
Now 36, Alexiuk teaches at
Garden City Collegiate. Until
1977 he was a member of
Canada's national volleyball
team. He continues to play in
the Senior B recreational
league and coaches Garden City's varsity team.
Alexiuk started playing
volleyball at the age of 14
although, at that time, like
many Canadian youths, he
was more interested in hockey.
At 17 he decided that there
was no possibility of playing
hockey at a professional level.
Once at the University of Winnipeg, he decided to play
volleyball instead.
"At that time it was a higher
prestige sport at the University
of Winnipeg. It attracted me
to it and I knew a few
people...the volleyball team
was a better team (than
hockey)...I decided to play
University volleyball. I kind of
stumbled on it."
Once Montreal was awarded
the 1976 Games, the Canadian
Volleyball Association decided
that we needed a more competitive team. Alexiuk attended the 1973 training camp and,
although he failed to make the
national team, was selected to
the national university team
which shortly thereafter competed in Moscow.
Alexiuk was selected to the
national team and in May 1974
went to the training camp in
Montreal.
"I want to say it was a pretty brutal camp."
Alexiuk chuckled as he explained that Coach Bill
Neville, a former sergeant in
the United States, was accustomed to unquestioning
obedience.
"He was used to a highly
motivated team comprised of
guys who, if they made the
team, didn't go to Vietnam."
Neville was tough and frequently experimented in his
training methods. During one
training session he made all
members of the team run every
running and sprinting event
normally run during a track
meet.
"We cramped up and
couldn't train for a week," he
said.
Funding for the team was a
problem. The team was based
in Montreal and many of the
players delivered Coca Cola

during the day, then trained 3
to 31/2 hours during the evenings 5 days a week. Even the
coach was paid with a grant
from O'Keefe's.
The only financial support
the players received was their
tuition at university (if they
had sufficient time to attend)
as the games approached a stipend of about one hundred
dollars per month.
According to Alexiuk,
Canada cannot hope to be successful in volleyball unless we
are willing to fund the players
for the six years required to
develop an internationally
competitive team.
"It takes money and commitment if we are going to
have good teams," he said.
The result of this lack of
support is that Canada is not
represented in the 1988 Olympics by either a men's or
women's team. They simply
weren't good enough to
qualify.
In 1976, despite all the hard
work, most team members
knew that they were too young
and inexperienced to defeat
the world powers. Canada was
in a pool with the teams which
finished 1st, 3rd and 5th.
In Alexiuk's words: "We
couldn't beat these teams. We
played well. We played competitively and I think that we
played at the point in our
careers, the best we could.
And that's all we could ask."
Although the team did not
finish high in the competition,
Alexiuk pointed out that he
and his fellow team members
benefited greatly from the
Olympic experience. They
achieved a level of fitness
which they never really
thought possible and learned
self-discipline.
During the two years they
were with the team, they
travelled to numerous countries, including England,
France, Bulgaria, Brazil, Mexico and Cuba.
Travel was a great educational experience despite the
demanding schedule.
"We got to see how other
people live and gained an appreciation for what we have in
Canada," he said.
I asked Alexiuk what advice
he would give if Alexiuk were
approached by one of his
students who had the ability
and the opportunity to go the
Olympics. He would give this
advice:
"I would say go for it
because of the experiences that
you go through, the travelling
and the self-discipline. It's incredible! Following the '76
Games it took me nearly a year
for my body to adjust to a
quiet life...There's no experience like playing in front
of a loud crowd and doing
well."

like a suitable name for a
chiropractor but if his goals
are fulfilled this may someday
be the case.
"Baby Death" is the second
goal keeper for the Winnipeg
Fury Soccer Club. His actual
name is Tim Rosenfeld, a soon
to be freshman at Lakehead
University. Tim had originally
planned on attending the
University of Manitoba this
year with the hopes of becoming a physical education
teacher, but a late change of
plans resulted in his wanting to
leave all doors open.

The Canadian Soccer
League is a professional
league, yet Tim feels that
because of salary differences
within the league the Fury are
really only a semi-pro team.
He says that the money isn't
enough to support the players
throughout the year, and that
most consider it only as a summer job.
Tim feels the only teams in
the league that could be considered pro are the Vancouver
86ers and the Hamilton
Steelers. He estimates that the
salaries average $15,000 per
year for both teams, which
Tim relates is quite a bit more
than he makes.

looking for a new keeper. The
invitation was passed on, and
Tim has done the rest.
Tim still feels that his uncle
is the better goal keeper in the
family, for now, that is.
"He made himself good
without the natural talent."
His physically draining
workouts are what earned him
the nickname "Death", and
Tim's name came as a
derivative of his uncle's.
Tim feels he has the natural
talent to go a long way in soccer, as long as he keeps working hard.
Tim's playing time this year
began well, but after a 4-1

downing at the hands of the
86ers, Tim lost his confidence.
Tim is now taking a
He tends to take each goal
Through unexpected cirbachelor of science degree,
personally and four goals in
which will enable him to move cumstances, Tim's uncle,
one game threw him way off
Brian
Rosenfeld
also
played
in
on to chiropractic school, or if
balance. He had a great
other plans arise he will still a Fury uniform this season.
The number one keeper Pat amount of difficulty coming
have an option open.
back from this defeat, so at
Onstad was out with mono, so
this point he was replaced by
Tim started his soccer career Tim was propelled to the starnone other than his uncle.
at the age of six, in Thunder ting position.
Tim says that he finds it
Bay, Ontario. He originally
"I felt like my uncle should hard sitting in the bench, but
began his playing time in the
with Pat Onstad's return, he
field, but a change in plans at be playing, not me," Tim said
realizes that he doesn't deserve
the age of eight resulted in the when asked about this first
time situation.
to be between the posts for the
move to keeper position.
"We've never played
Fury right now, and confides
"I enjoy playing individual together before. It felt kind of that he isn't pleased with his
own performance.
sports," Tim says. "I enjoy weird."
"I think I can shake off this
the responsibility."
Tim says he wouldn't be
problem and be starting
He feels this is as close as he where he is today had it not
keeper somewhere in the
can get to individuality in his been for "Death" as his uncle league next year, hopefully
Brian is better known.
favorite sport.
with the Fury."
"He paved the way for
He feels that he is getting to
Tim's love for soccer, and me," Tim recalls. His uncle
his need for responsibility, has was a catalyst in Tim's young the point where he has to move
on or move out.
brought him as far as possible career.
This 19-year-old player sat
in Canadian soccer, with the
While involved with the On- on the bench this weekend and
exception of the national
team, whose keeper spot is tario Provincial Soccer Team, watched his team play a tough
presently filled by fellow Fury Brian recommended his 3-1 loss to Vancouver in the
nephew when the team was Western Division finals.
keeper Pat Onstad.

Boy of Summer
Wins Bronze
By Chris Irvine

of
The
essence
competition..the thrill of victory...packed ballparks...
screaming fans...break-neck
action. Welcome to the world
of championship softball.
Nobody knows this world better than Red River's own Randy Dutiaume.
This summer, Dutiaume, a
25-year-old second year
business administration student, helped Canada to a
bronze medal at the 1988
World Softball Championships in Saskatoon.
After facing such teams as
the U.S. (who won the gold),
New Zealand (who won the
silver), Denmark and Bermuda, Dutiaume feels that his
team didn't do as well as they
could have.
"We didn't perform when
the fans wanted us to. We let
the people down and they
deserved better. It seems that
the pressure got to some of the
newer guys on the team and to

some of the coaching staff as
well, but we were a lot better
team than we proved to be."
Dutiaume didn't play in any
df the major games against the
U.S. or New Zealand, but he
did do well in the games that
he did participate in.
"I didn't play bad, against
teams like Denmark and Bermuda, but it wasn't much of a
challenge. The pitching was
pretty brutal, and the teams

kind of lacked, but it was really exciting.
"Playing in front of 8-10
thousand people was great.
That kind of attendance in
softball is comparable to a
Superbowl crowd in
football."
Although Dutiaume wasn't
happy about sitting out during
the playoff games, he
understands why he did.
"Most of the guys who play
on the team are batting second
or third, and playing in every
game on their own teams. But
when you're playing with the
country's 17 best, some guys
are going to have to sit out,
and I was one of the unlucky
ones. But I received two
thumbs up from my coaches
and I'll be back next time."
One of the most interesting
things about the tournament
for Dutiaume was the rivalry
between the U.S. and the
Canadian fans.
"We lost to the U.S. 8-1,
but when we got the run, the
Canadian fans went nuts.
There was a very electric atmosphere and the fans were

constantly buzzing."
But, just as in any other major competition, a feeling of
pressure was always evident, a
pressure that Dutiaume didn't
feel.
"The pressure never got to
me," he said. "But when I saw
my fellow countrymen crun-

ching under the stress, I
thought that I deserved the
chance to play. I wasn't used
to sitting on the bench and I
was chomping on the bit to get
in. But I didn't cause any trouble."
All and all Dutiaume feels
that the tournament was a
positive experience although
he admits that returning home
from the games was a bit of a
letdown.
"You seem to reach an emotional peak during the games,
but as soon as they're finished
you experience an emotional
downfall. Culture shock sets
in.
"I was always with my
teammates. We ate together,
slept in the building, and
travelled together. It was
tough because we had to share
room and board with New
Zealand. It was hard being
around the people you play
against."
Dutiaume also had to learn

to deal with the media.
"Everyone wants to talk to
you, whether you won or lost.
I had to learn to put on a happy face whether I felt like talking or not."
Dutiaume plans to keep
playing ball, either in Victoria
or Ottawa. He feels that he's
still young and his ability will
take him around.
In reality, it will take him
farther than he, or anyone
else, expects.

Rosenfeld : a Fury keeper?
His family and friends back
in Thunder Bay were surely
cheering for Tim and his
fellow teammates this
weekend, and when his
parents go to pick him up after
it's all over, they will most
likely share those ever so com-

photo by Tennis Wilson

mon parental prose "there will
always be next year."
But when this game is your
career, there may not be a next
year. Most likely, however,
our budding young keeper,
Tim Rosenfeld, will surely see
many good years to come.

WWF Against Ropes
By Chris Irvine
Two sweating, half naked
men lock up in a small ring
surrounded by thousands of
screaming fans. They proceed
to body slam, arm bar, and
hip toss each other until one of
them is pinned for the threecount. The sport to which I'm
refering to is, of course,
wrestling.
Wrestling is synonymous
with the World Wrestling
Federation, the largest promotion on the planet. In the past
few years the WWF has occupied a monopoly over the
sport, causing all of the
smaller, less known promotions to settle for a local more
obscure business.
But the WWF has trouble
looming on the horizon, in the
form of the National Wrestling Alliance. The NWA
features fresh talent and better
wrestling, opposed to the "circus" of the WWF. The in-

ner circles of wrestling journalism feel that the WWF is a
promotional gimmick, and
that the NWA is the future of
wrestling.
The calibre of talent in the
NWA is outstanding and
features many bright stars.
The NWA champion is the
245-pound Ric Flair, a seasoned veteran of the mat wars,
who claims to be the "best in
professional wrestling today".
Two of the NWA's more
popular stars are in the form
of Sting and Lex Lugar, a pair
of 270-pound monsters, who
hold the future of the sport in
the palm of their hands. The
Alliance boasts many more
muscle men, high flyers, and
acrobatic youngsters who
must be seen to be believed.
If you want to check out this
exciting brand of sports entertainment, tune in Sundays at
5:00 pm or see it live on

September 30 at the Arena.

TAE KWON DO
CLUB
We are now accepting new members!

October 4 at 4:30 pm in the North
Gym. Classes are co-ed. Come out for
your introductory class. Wear a
sweat suit and come in bare feet.
Member of the World Tae Kwon Do
Federation

Monday, September 26, 1988
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Thank you to all Intramural Participants, co-ordinators and referees for the enthusiasm
and good sportsmanship shown during the 1987/88 season. Also congratulations to the
pictured teams and individuals that finished first in their respective events.

WANTED
You Could EARN $10 for
completing a brief questionnaire! If you are 16 to 20 years
of age, no longer living at
home and if your parents were
separated when you left home,
please leave your name and
phone number with Dr.
Koulack at 453-9214, U of M.
CUSO has more than 60 jobs
in the technical/business field
available in the Third World.
There are postings for cabinetmakers, carpenters, vocational
instructors, a baker, a meatcutter, a farmer with
background in welding and
steel fabrication, coop
business advisors, an
agricultural loans supervisor,
accountant, civil engineers, urban planner, economists,
auto-diesel mechanics and
more. Posting are for 2 years.
Contact CUSO Manitoba
Regional Office, 60 Maryland
St. Wpg, MB, R3G-1K7, (204)
774-8489.
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Truckstop Waitresses

Truckstop Waitresses

Men's Basketball

Co-ed Volleyball
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DONATIONS
The Red Cross appeals for
help for victims of Hurricane
Gilbert. Public donations for
emergency assistance and
rehabilitation can be made by
cheque, money order, Visa or
Mastercard and sent to any
local Red Cross Branch in
Canada or the National Office
in Ottawa, 1800 Alta Vista
Drive, K1G-4J5. Income tax
receipts will be issued.
Donations for Bangladesh
flood victims. More than 40
million people are in need of
emergency medical supplies,
food, shelter and clothing.
Send donations by money
order or cheque payable to the
Manitoba Islamic Association,
Bangladesh Relief Fund and
mail to: Manitoba Islamic
Association, 247 Hazelwood
Ave., Wpg, MB, R2M-4W1.
For info. call Emam Khan,
889-4468; Nuradin Ahmed,
256-1347 or Dr. Anwar Islam,
489-3265.

Child Care B.A.R.
Women's Floor Hockey

Money Problems? Tuition,
books, parking, etc? How do
you know the NFL. The
TSW's of RRCC are holding
weekly NFL Pools. Pick up
and fill out your pool every
Wednesday in front of the
Black Lecture Theatre at 12
noon. There is a limit of the
number of entries, so don't be
late. All winners will be posted
in The Projector.

The Projector
Red River Community College
2055 Notre Dame Ave.
R3H-0J9
(204) 632-2479

PERSONALS
I can't stand it, baby. O0000.
-Billy Ocean
The lasagna ($7.95) is equally impressive. It's full of
flavour. The sauce is meaty
and very tangy.
Attention first year students:
RRCC tradition has it that only veteran second year students
can park within 300 yards of
any entrance. Please maintain
our heritage by parking in the
farthest stalls. Thank you.

VOLUNTEERS
Drivers are needed for pick up
and delivery of boxes. Commitment limited to two weeks
before and after Halloween
during business or school
hours. Must have own vehicle.
Contact United Way at
477-5180.

Where is everyone? -Betty
Boop

Language Enhancers are needed to work with adults at Core
Area Initiatives Employment
and Training Centre and at
RRCC's Language Training
Centre. For info. call Glenda
Gerbrandt at 947-1411 or
957-1031.

Reach 20,000 readers every two weeks with an ad
in The Projector. RATES:
one sixteenth/page
$20
one eight/page
$35
one quarter/page
$70
$110
one half page
$250
one full page
We have volume discounts, preferred space
reservations, a free ROP (run of press) color as
well as discounts for media blitzes. Send order
and remittance payable to Red River Community
College Students' Association. For advertising
information call 632-2473.

t/N
MANITOBA HEART FOUNDATION

_,......,
Canada Employment Centre on Campus
Room C-211
Canada

SEEKING
R

PART-TIME

CASUAL

WORK

SERVICES
CHECK THE JOB HOARD IN TEE CEC O'F'FICE, ROOK C-2 1 1 REGULARLY
The German Canadian Congress would like to invite all intersted youth (ages 16 to 25) to
a cultural film evening on
Thursday, Sept. 29 at 7 pm at
the Winnipeg Cenntenial
Library, 251 Donald St. Tere
will be films as well as info.
about a wide variety of exchange programs. For further
info. call Tomas at 237-6693.
Free Admission.

Pasquale Pescatore
Men's Badminton

Ask at the North Gym for information regarding this year's intramurals. Get involved!
•

Student Aid Application
Deadline: The deadline was
Sept. 30, 1988 but for those
students who have already applied for a Bursary and/or
Loan Rebate some still have to
forward items such as copies
of bank records, copy 5 of the
negotiated Canada Student
Loan document, copy of 1987
Income Tax Return and
employer's confirmation of
pre-study period earnings.
Nothing can be processed
without these. For info. contact Student Aids/Awards Office, RRCC, Building C,
C-312.

PART—TIME AND CASUAL JOBS WILL BE POSTED IN ROOM C— 2 1 1
JOB LISTINGS ARE.POSTED AS THEY ARE
RECEIVED.
— COUNSELLORS ARE AVAILABLE FOR REFERRAL.
COME UP AND "PICK YOUR JOB".

Sample of Part—time positions now posted.

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

VAN CONVERSION HELPER

TYPIST
DELIVERY PERSON

SALES CLERKS
KITCHEN HELPER

GRAPHIC ARTIST

CLEANERS -- Offices

SERVING PERSON

KEYBOARD DEMONSTRATOR

DEMONSTRATOR

CASHIER

TELEMARKETER

ONLY.

